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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Relaxation for all the senses.
TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun is the ideal place to let go, relax and enjoy. At the 4*S resort
guests await unforgettable days full of health and wellbeing in a place where the mountains are
reflected in over 2.100m² of wonderfully warm water. Treat yourself with holidays at the TAUERN
SPA Zell am See – Kaprun and recharge your batteries in the soothing water.
High-level SPA for body and soul
High up on the top floor is the highlight of the exclusive 4*S resort: the spectacular glass skylinepool in
Austria’s largest and most exclusive Panorama SPA. At high altitude, guests relax with a unique view of
the magnificent mountain panorama and breathe fresh Alpine air.
The existing glass skylinepool is being joined by a new and equally impressive glass panorama pool in
the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick; this one is also open to children. The TAUERN SPA offers many new
attractions since November 2019. Guests are able to enjoy Green & Clean Living in the new nature and
garden rooms, new saunas, modernised chill-out areas with comfortable family loungers and many other
amenities.
Dive into the world of wellness
The TAUERN SPA and its inviting indoor and outdoor SPA Water World has everything guests could
desire, including 12 different indoor and outdoor pools such as an activity pool with swim current lane,
relaxation pool and grotto, high-altitude pool with seats and sports pools with numerous water
attractions. Pure summer feeling: having fun in the many outdoor pools, relaxing on the sun terrace, or
sipping refreshing drinks and cocktails at the outdoor bar during summer.
The 10 various saunas and aromatic steam baths are energising and reviving. The 10 different saunas
and steam baths with guided infusions offer regeneration and activation. In addition to the existing
saunas, such as the Panorama saunas with fantastic mountain views, the finnish sauna, bio sauna, the
Sole-Laconium and also the new infusion & adventure sauna Bergkristall in the outdoor area.
Natural beauty
17 Alpin Vital SPA & Kosmetik treatment rooms take you on a journey to Alpine beauty, with massages,
baths, exfoliation treatments and wraps using natural alpine products such as arnica, mountain salt and
herb oils, and natural beauty brands such as PHARMOS NATUR and Dr. Spiller Biocosmetic.
Anyone wanting to be pampered alongside their partner can choose from a range of couples treatments
in the private SPA. The magic of the Alps comes alive with an alpine back massage, for example, or a
milk and honey dream bath in the spacious jacuzzi, and cosy relaxation afterwards on the water bed –
with romantic candlelight and seasonal fruits.
SPA fun for children
With three slides, indoor and outdoor pools with water attractions such as wading pools, underwater
bubbles, rain showers and the “Wolfshöhle” grotto, the Kidstein children's SPA offers endless fun for
kids. A special highlight is to race down into the cool water on the 127 metre long tube slide “SchlingeSchlange”.
The youngest guests have two “Rehkids” baby pools to enjoy, with lots of places to have fun and play
in the water. When they’ve had enough of the water, kids can do painting, crafting or karaoke, snuggle
up in the “Bärenhöhle”, climb the three-dimensional “Bergfex” climbing frame or let off steam at the new
children’s playground and sandpit. Free entertainment programmes for children aged 3 and over take
place daily in summer and winter from 11 am to 9 pm. Open daily from 9 am to 10 pm.
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Adventures for young and old.
Children love water, and this is why the TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun has created the
Kidstein children's SPA, a separate indoor and outdoor water adventure experience, especially
for children. In addition, the 4*S resort offers young guests a wide range of off-water
entertainment as well as an extensive expedition package in the wonderful natural scenery of
the surrounding region.
Water-fun
The Kinder SPA Kidstein has a lot to offer: The 127meter long tube slide "Schlinge-Schlange" becomes
a great experience through wild water feeling, high-speed as well as light and sound effects. A bit quieter
but just as much fun is the 9,7 m slide straight into the 164 m² Kidstein pool, which is 50-100 cm deep.
The adventure grotto “Wolfshöhle” fascinates with colour, light and sound attractions as well as floor
blubber, rain shower and water sprinklers. The youngest guests can have fun in the “Rehkids” pool or
in the baby pool in the outdoor area. A highlight for the whole family is the new glass panorama pool in
the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick next to the family sauna, which welcomes children and enables the whole
family to enjoy the wonderful views of the mountains together.
Movement and creativity
Since children will be on the move and looking for creative activities between their fun in the water,
entertainment is also provided outside of the pool and the slides. The Kidstein SPA includes the
“Wildcreat” creativity room, where children can paint and craft, and the “Vogelgetwitter” karaoke room.
Anyone who gets tired of playing and scrambling in the “Bergfex” area with its three-dimensional
climbing frame or letting off steam at the children’s playground and sandpit can relax in the “Bärenhöhle”,
when bonfire atmosphere arises with guitar music, or chill on the cosy family loungers in the relaxation
zone and refuel at the healthy juice and snack bar.
Childminding and activities
Childminding and young peoples’ activities at TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun are all about active
experience. A highly trained activities team looks after our younger guests. Childminding and babysitting
services are also available on request for a fee, to enable parents to relax. During school holidays, there
are also special children’s programmes such as games and activities in the “Bergfex”, puzzle rallies and
sporty challenges on the climbing wall. Free children's entertainment from 3 years and up. Daily
children’s entertainment in summer and winter from 11 am to 7pm.
Extensive leisure activities at TAUERN SPA
The exclusive 4*S resort has a lot to offer by way of entertainment for children and young people. Whilst
their parents use the wide range of wellness facilities, there is a youth room for older kids to chill out in.
They and their friends can spend their spare time here, playing on games consoles, watching television
or playing table soccer.
Off to the mountains!
The TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun offers a variety of adventures in the great outdoors during the
holiday season. The Hohe Tauern National Park is right on the doorstep, and the surrounding mountains
and ski areas are ideal for appealing activities for young people, which we organise specially for our
younger guests. Rafting, canyoning, climbing, golf, cycling, skiing and snowboarding are amongst the
activities on offer. This makes your holiday suitable for families and a relaxing experience for parents
and children.
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Culinary Highlights at the TAUERN SPA.
Culinary delights are a top priority at the exclusive 4*S resort. Local delicacies, national and
international dishes from all over the world – gourmets will find everything they could wish for
at the TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun, and take part of a culinary journey that offers special
culinary delights for every taste.
Hotel cuisine
Guests can indulge all day long in a total of 5 restaurants and bars – a nutritious breakfast buffet, a 6course tasting menu and regional and internationally inspired buffets provide everything you could ever
wish for. The hotel restaurant Lichtblick provides even more space for its guests after the extension in
December 2019. The new sunny winter garden with modern glass fronts offers a view of the impressive
mountain panorama, which can also be enjoyed from the sun terrace at warm temperatures.
The absolute highlight for gourmets is the new front- & show cooking area at the hotel restaurant
Lichtblick, where guests can pick up useful tips and tricks from the chef and his team. After dinner, the
evening will be rounded off by the inviting indoor fireplace in the lobby or the hotel bar Gipfelstürmer in
the inviting lounge area. Accompanied by relaxing lounge music, guests can enjoy the cosy ambience
by the open fireplace in a chill-out atmosphere.
All day culinary
TAUERN SPA hotel guests have access to a free of charge minibar which is restocked daily with alcoholfree drinks. Hotel guest can also refuel in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick lounge area, which provides
small snacks and refreshments such as fresh and dried fruit, tea and water.
SPA cuisine
The public areas of the SPA Water & Sauna World have three restaurants and bars, for example the
spa restaurant Genussallee. Guests at the SPA Water & Sauna World can choose between a range of
healthy and tasty regional and national delicacies at the Vitalbuffet. Freshly-squeezed juices, vegetarian
dishes and delicacies from the grill, pasta and wok stations round off the range of culinary options. The
generous dessert buffet also provides coffee and cake and other sweet treats to fortify guests in between
taking care of their wellbeing, visiting the sauna and swimming. When the weather is nice, the sunny
outdoor terrace with views of the mountains is also available.
The sauna bistro Heiß-Kalt in the SPA Sauna World serves light refreshments, cocktails, snacks and
fresh salads. In summer (and all year round, depending on the weather) the popular outdoor bar Kitzblick
is also open for cold drinks, ice cream and a range of cocktails. Every Friday (depending on the weather)
guests can enjoy cocktails in the salt water pool, located in the outdoor area.
Culinary delights all year round
The substantial breakfast Vitalfrühstück at the hotel restaurant Lichtblick provides guests with a wide
selection of regional specialities such as honey and milk products, fresh yoghurts, smoked meats, hams,
charcuterie and an extensive selection of cheeses. Further food for body and soul is provided by the
TAUERN SPA speciality bread, smoked salmon and a range of speciality coffees and freshly squeezed
fruit- and vegetable juices. There is also a wide variety of selected products for guests with special
dietary needs.
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Except in the summer months, the traditional sunday brunch takes place every first sunday of the month.
Here you can taste selected delicacies from the local cuisine as well as international delicacies. The
programme is rounded off by exciting front- & show cooking in the hotel restaurant Lichtblick, as well as
live music.
With the offer Brunch & Therme, guests can enjoy a three-hour stay in the SPA Water World after
sunday brunch; this must be booked in advance. Another culinary highlight is the exquisite 6-course
tasting menu in the restaurant FinESSEN. From starters, side dishes, meat dishes and vegetable
creations to delicious desserts - as the name suggests, you can taste the extraordinary range of culinary
delights.
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
The short break with long-lasting effect.
Relax, let go, enjoy and regenerate: The Relax! Day SPA in the exclusive 4*S resort TAUERN SPA
Zell am See – Kaprun, a resort of the VAMED Vitality World, offers guests an unforgettable and
refreshing wellness experience away from everyday life.
Relax and recharge
Take a well-deserved break and treat yourself with a relaxing and stimulating wellness day in the diverse
SPA Water & Sauna World on over 20.000m². The varied offer extends over both the indoor and outdoor
areas and provides a multitude of attractive possibilities for regeneration and activation.
There are no wishes left: The TAUERN SPA Water & Sauna World presents with 12 different pools and
10 different saunas a varied wellness offer such as the new infusion & adventure sauna Bergkristall in
the outdoor area. The popular panorama saunas in the Hotel Panorama SPA are joined by the iconic
glass skylinepool. The new glass panorama pool in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick allows not only hotel
guest to join it, but also guests of the Relax! Day SPA DE LUXE have exclusive access.
In the modernized rest areas you can relax on the spacious partner loungers or in the cosy chillout
corners. Pleasant beauty treatments are a wonderful way to unwind: Leave stress behind you and take
advantage of professional treatments, realized by the wellness experts in the ALPIN Vital SPA &
Kosmetik using soothing alpine and regional products.
Release energy and power
The extensive fitness area with top-of-the-range cardio machines and weights is available for everyone
who wants to combine relaxation with some activity. Sporting guests can also take part in one of the
free fitness classes.
The holiday for in between
Unlimited relaxation awaits guests at the 4*S resort in the Salzburger Land region. For a maximum feelgood factor, there is something for everyone; guests can choose between the three Relax! Day SPA´s
CLASSIC, GENUSS PUR and DE LUXE.
Relax! Day SPA CLASSIC
The Relax! Day SPA CLASSIC includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

entry to the SPA Water & Sauna World
Relax! check-in inclusive welcome drink
Relax! loan of a bath basket for the day
Relax! carrier for your wet things
Relax! bath sandals
Relax! bathrobe and towel on loan for the day
Relax! loungers, reserved for guests (from 10 am) in the Relax! Lounge in the SPA sauna
complex
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relax! refreshments and reading materials in the Relax! Lounge
Relax! snack in the morning and afternoon
Relax! € 12.00 gourmet voucher
15% Relax! discount on selected treatments
Relax € 5.00 voucher for your next Relax! Day SPA (valid for a Relax! Day SPA at the
TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun within the following 4 weeks)
Entry to the fitness area
Entry to the exclusive Relax Outdoor Lounge

Relax! Day SPA GENUSS PUR
The Relax! Day SPA GENUSS PUR includes the Relax! Day SPA CLASSIC benefits and the following
additional services:
•
•

Enjoy an extensive breakfast between 9 am and 11 am in the hotel restaurant Lichtblick
Check-in before breakfast at the SPA reception

Relax! Day SPA DE LUXE
The Relax! Day SPA DE LUXE also provides:

•
•
•

Exclusive access to the Hotel Panorama SPA with glass skylinepool and panorama saunas
Exclusive access to the new Hotel SPA Gletscherblick with glass panorama pool,
Gletscherblick sauna and frozen mist walkthrough
Voucher for a bottle of Piccolo in the sauna bistro Heißkalt

Relax! After work IHR TAGESAUSKLANG
The Relax! After Work IHR TAGESAUSKLANG evening ticket allows you to unwind at the end of the
day with more free loungers and even more peace and quiet. Included in the offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spa entry from 6 pm until close
Loan swim bag
Loan bathrobe for the evening
Loan towel for the evening
Bath sandals
€ 5.00 gourmet voucher
Bath/shower gel
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Event venues with vision.
Whether it’s a seminar, conference or incentives – make your event an unforgettable experience.
The exclusive 4*S resort TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun is a state-of-the-art event venue in
the midst of the Salzburger Land’s unique mountain landscape.
Innovative spaces in an inspiring atmosphere
From the outside, the exclusive resort impresses with its modern architecture and generous glass
facades, which open up the view of the 3.200m high Kitzsteinhorn. And the 4*S resort, which is open
throughout the year, can also show off its interior, and is the ideal location for board meetings, creative
seminars or any kind of workshop.
The highly modern equipment, the unique ambience and the attention to the smallest detail make your
event a very special experience. Not only your discussions and presentations but also the culinary
breaks and the wonderful panoramic views of the incomparable landscape of the Hohe Tauern National
Park from the sunny seminar terrace will inspire you and motivate you to reach new goals.
Meeting rooms with panoramic views
Our 4 large seminar rooms, inspiringly named “Pioniergeist”, “Aufsteiger”, “Querdenker” and
“Besserwisser”, can accommodate up to 320 people. They can be combined and extended in a range
of configurations and provide the ideal location for business events such as conferences, presentations
and all forms of meetings. Two 31m² work-out room, “Kraftfeld” and “Energiebündel”, are available for
smaller group works.
All TAUERN SPA seminar rooms have WiFi, telephone and ISDN connections, a television and air
conditioning and are wheelchair accessible. A projector, flip charts, a facilitator’s toolkit, screen and
pinboard are available for guests’ use. Digital signage for seminar rooms and menu cards with your
company logo are included in our service. Microphones and lecterns can be provided for a small fee.
Scaling new heights
Whether a common summit ascent to 3,000 meters, guided hiking and mountain bike tours or ski and
snowboard courses - the TAUERN SPA offers a wide range of teambuilding options outside the seminar
rooms. Outside in the fresh air, event participants can unwind, breathe deeply and enjoy the imposing
mountain peaks all year round. The perfect setting for going on an adventure together and building team
spirit.
Culinary completion
A variety of culinary options are available for seminar and day guests. Whether you enjoy a gala evening
at Kaprun Castle, schnapps and wine tasting, a summer barbecue by the Lake Zell or Pinzgau
specialities at the mountain lodge expedition evening – a shared meal in a relaxed atmosphere connects
people.
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
356 days of holiday experiences, 360° panorama and service.
Imposing mountain peaks, crystal clear water, green meadows and a breathtakingly beautiful
landscape make the region Zell am See – Kaprun unique. The outstanding attribute is the
combination of glacier, lake and mountain. The enchanting nature offers the whole family
countless possibilities for leisure activities, both in summer and winter.
The perfect base camp for all your adventures and expeditions.
The exclusive 4*S resort TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun is situated within the unique landscape
at the foot of the Kitzsteinhorn and on the spectacular Lake Zell. It´s situated close to the Hohe Tauern
National Park and the green Pinzgauer Grasberge and is the perfect base camp for a multitude of sports
and leisure expeditions.
Anyone who likes to make adventure and relaxation part of their holiday, will lack for nothing at the
TAUERN SPA. Whether you prefer skiing, snowboarding, ice climbing, ice skating, hiking, biking,
tobogganing, climbing, golf, rafting, canyoning or paragliding – the region has a lot to offer for outdoor
sports people and nature lovers. Well known for its outstanding service, the TAUERN SPA Zell am See
– Kaprun works with professional partners such as state-approved skiing instructors and alpine guides,
offering their expertise and experience at the disposal of guests.
Sporting expeditions in summer
Fresh mountain air, idyllic natural landscapes and a variety of possible leisure activities – summer at
Zell am See – Kaprun has a lot to offer. The warm summer months are perfect for guided expeditions
in the Hohe Tauern National Park. The region is covered by well-maintained hiking and cycling routes.
Exciting climbing parks and rafting tours are unforgettable summer expeditions for the whole family.
At the new indoor fireplace in the hotel lobby, guests can receive varied recommendations for leisure
and sports activities, as well as professional advice on planning and booking excursions. Just like an
expedition base camp, the indoor fireplace is the meeting and starting point for sports and leisure
activities. At the expedition shop with rental & service station, guests can test, rent and buy all necessary
equipment.
In the 4*S resort, excellent service is sometimes taken over personally: TAUERN SPA Managing
Director Karl Berghammer is happy to accompany guests personally on mountain bike tours through the
idyllic landscape. Anyone looking for the thrills of downhill cycling can use the Maiskogel cable car,
which takes guests and their bikes up onto the mountain. Both standard bikes (free of charge) and ebikes (for a small supplement) are available for rent by TAUERN SPA guests.
Paradise for high-flying hikers
Zell am See – Kaprun is a place to be for hiking enthusiasts. The impressive region in the beautiful
Salzburger Land offers countless varied hiking routes, over 30 peaks, blooming alpine meadows and
crystal-clear mountain lakes as well as rocky mountain ranges. The three local mountains –
Schmittenhöhe, Maiskogel and the Kitzsteinhorn can be reached by foot or in more leisurely manner by
cable car. Once at the top, the alpine mountain huts are the perfect place to relax; they also provide
hikers with refreshments and tasty local delicacies.
There are plenty of summer activities: The popular Maisflitzer, Europe´s longest toboggan run, is great
fun, with its tight bends and long straights it is an unforgettable experience for young and old. And if the
highest mountain peaks aren't high enough for you, you can join the nearby flying school.
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Fore!
Golf enthusiasts can enjoy a little golfing paradise with two top-class 18-hole championship courses
right on the doorstep of the TAUERN SPA. The Zell am See – Kaprun Saalbach – Hinterglemm golf club
is the ideal playground for both beginners and professional golfers. The golf school offers season-round
courses and training sessions for young and old. As a guest of the TAUERN SPA you can take
advantage from reduced green fees and can store your golf bags free of charge in the resort basement.
Sporting activities in winter
Unlimited powder fun: Whether you're a skier or a snowboarder, a professional or a beginner, the
region’s extensive skiing area has something for everyone. The three big ski areas of Schmittenhöhe,
Kitzsteinhorn and Maiskogel have more than 138 kilometres of perfectly prepared slopes. More
adventurous skiers will enjoy the freeride slopes and powder runs; the powder courses have parks and
pipes, made for non-stop fun. There is also a lot to discover beside the ski slopes: Another way to
explore the beautiful mountains is a guided snow shoe tour. Whether you're on or off the slopes, crosscountry skiing, going on a winter hike or ice skating on Lake Zell – our region offers something for
everyone!
On top: The Kitzsteinhorn, at 3.029 meters, is the highest point in the Salzburger Land with many other
attractions: Guided tours of Gipfelwelt 3000 with a National Park ranger, provide guests with stunning
views of the Hohe Tauern National Park. The National Park Gallery is located at the same altitude as
the highest mountains in Austria, and the Cinema 3000 shows the spectacular film “Kitzsteinhorn - the
nature” on an eight-metre-wide screen.
The Ice Arena on the glacier at 3.000 meters guarantees great fun in the snow: families and friends can
enjoy exciting snowball fights high above the slopes. You will find there also a snow bar and igloos and
from the “Top of Salzburg” panoramic platform you have a magnificent view. Open from June to the start
of September.
Highlight for powder-fans
Since December 2019 a state-of-the-art tricable gondola, the 3K Kaprun-Kitzsteinhorn-K-onnection,
connects the Maiskogel with the Kitzsteinhorn. The new connection allows the guests to get directly
from the resort to the glacier via the Maiskogel without needing to use other transportation.
TAUERN SPA’s extensive range of wellness facilities in Austria’s largest and most exclusive Hotel
Panorama SPA completes an adventurous day. Its 20.000m² indoor and outdoor Water & Sauna World
awaits you with a range of 12 pools and 10 different saunas to recharge batteries and regenerate the
body. The Gletscherblick sauna, the frozen mist walkthrough in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick, as well
as the infusion & adventure sauna Bergkristall in the outdoor area are some of the new highlights.
The hallmark of the hotel, the spectacular glass skylinepool, is joined by the new glass panorama pool
in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick with a unique view of the Kitzsteinhorn, which is also accessible to
children. In the modern relax areas with cosy double loungers and inviting chillout corners you can relax
and dream of new expeditions.
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One region – many options
Unspoiled nature fascinates young and old alike and is the perfect setting for adventure. Must-see
destinations include:
Sigmund-Thun Gorge
The Sigmund-Thun Gorge is open from May to September and is a wonderful experience for the whole
family. The Kaprun Ache river formed the landscape here, 320 metres long and 32 metres deep,
smoothing rock surfaces and creating impressive rock formations.
Kaprun Castle
Mediaeval charm: visitors here take a journey into the past. The venerable Kaprun Castle has a unique
atmosphere including a unique view of its old walls.
Kaprun Alpine Reservoirs
At 2000 m in the middle of the imposing High Tauern mountains lie the two crystal clear Mooserboden
and Wasserfallboden reservoirs. The inclined open-air lift, which is the largest lift in Europe, transports
visitor up to see a wonderful view of the high mountains.
Ferleiten Wildlife and Adventure Park
The wildlife and adventure park is home to more than 200 animals, charts and information boards;
children’s eyes will light up at the 20,000m² fun park. The family park is located in a picturesque high
valley and affords visitors a breathtaking panorama of the most beautiful valleys in Austria.
Grossglockner High Alpine Road
Probably the best known mountain pass in the Eastern Alps, the Grossglockner High Alpine Road is a
popular excursion with visitors. If you cross the Glockner massif, you can get a view of the summit of
the highest mountain in Austria (3,798 m). And the Pasterze glacier awaits visitors to the Franz-JosefsHöhe – along with a whole host of cute marmots.
Krimml Waterfalls
Experience the power of water. The impressive Krimml waterfalls are situated within the High Tauern
National Park. At 380 metres they are the highest waterfalls in Europe and the fifth highest in the world.
Weisssee Glacier World in Uttendorf
A high alpine mountain experience for the whole family: Weisssee Glacier World in Salzburger Land is
a wonderful viewpoint and hikers’ paradise in summer and a family-friendly ski area with guaranteed
snow in winter.
Sauntering, strolling and shopping
Alongside sporting activities and other expeditions, the Zell am See – Kaprun region also has everything
shopping fans could wish for. The charming pedestrian area with exclusive shops and boutiques is
perfect for stress-free shopping and strolling. Whether you're after souvenirs, jewellery, fashion or
regional specialities, both Zell am See and Kaprun leave nothing to be desired where shopping is
concerned.
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Golf courts with champion standards.
This is where eagles meet high-fliers. Probably one of the most beautiful golf courses in the
Alps, the Schmittenhöhe and Kitzsteinhorn championship courses at the Zell am See – Kaprun
Saalbach – Hinterglemm Golf Club have already attracted the golfing elite. The Leading Golf
course with 36 Greens scores high both for its sporting challenges and for its stunning view
onto the different hilltops of the Hohe Tauern, which are passing the 3000 metres altitude limit.
Hole in One
The TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun is the ideal starting point for thrilling rounds of golf. Golfing
guests enjoy a range of benefits here: on the one hand a luxurious, modern resort whose impressive
architectural solutions are not its only distinguishing features; on the other hand, as the partner hotel of
the Zell am See – Kaprun Saalbach – Hinterglemm Golf Club, the TAUERN SPA offers many services
and benefits for golfers. Childcare facilities give golfing parents the time and space for unique rounds of
golf at the foot of the Kitzsteinhorn.
Favourable conditions for hotel guests
Hotel guests receive a 25% discount on green fees on both 18-hole championship courses at the Zell
am See – Kaprun Saalbach – Hinterglemm Golf Club, and the Golf Alpin Card is valid here too. This
card gives guests the choice of over golf courses in the Tyrol, Salzburger Land and Salzkammergut
areas. 10 of the clubs are within a radius of only 90 kilometres. The TAUERN SPA also has storage
facilities for golf bags in the basement, which guests can use free of charge.
Relaxing after your round
The stylish curved roof of the TAUERN SPA, a VAMED Vitality World resort, offers on 20.000m² an inand outdoor SPA Water & Sauna World with a total of 12 pools, 10 saunas and the separate Kidstein
children’s SPA. The 4*S resort also includes a modern Hotel Panorama SPA, the new Hotel SPA
Gletscherblick, a fitness area and the Alpin Vital SPA & Kosmetik area.
The TAUERN SPA expanded its facilities in November 2019, adding contemporary nature & garden
rooms focussing on green & clean living and digital detox, and many other attractions. The resort’s
architectural landmark, the spectacular glass skylinepool, is now joined by a new glass panorama pool
in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick, which also welcomes children. In both pools the blue of the water
merges with the blue of the sky and guests swim with unique 360° views of the stunning mountain
panorama.
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Getting out into nature.
Located in the unique landscape between the Kitzsteinhorn and Lake Zell, in the middle of the
Hohe Tauern National Park and with the green Pinzgauer Grasberge right on the doorstep, is the
TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun, which opened in November 2010.
Nature expedition
Whether you prefer skiing, snowboarding, ice climbing, ice skating, hiking, biking, tobogganing, feeding
wild animals, boat trips, high rope courses, climbing, golf, rafting, canyoning or paragliding; the region
has a lot to offer for outdoor sports enthusiasts and nature lovers. In order to enjoy this offer to the
fullest, the best thing to do is take advantage of the excellent service provided by the TAUERN SPA Zell
am See – Kaprun, which works with professional partners such as state-approved ski instructors,
mountain guides and National Park rangers, to turn holiday dreams into reality.
The expansion of the facilities in November 2019 includes a new indoor fireplace in the lobby, which is
a communication and information meeting point. Just like an expedition base camp, the indoor fireplace
is the starting and service point for sports and leisure activities. Guests will here receive professional
recommendations for leisure activities as well as advice on planning routes and booking trips. In the
expedition shop with rental & service station guests can test, rent and buy all necessary equipment.
Summer, sun and mountains
The Hohe Tauern National Park and its mountains, glaciers and lakes is the home for some unique and
beautiful protected flora and fauna. Guided by a National Park ranger, you can make some fascinating
discoveries on your hikes. Your experienced guide knows all the rare botanical species and can explain
how the different alpine ecosystems interconnect. Anyone taking advantage of the TAUERN SPA’s
many different services will relish that pure summer feeling: fun in the outdoor pools, comfortable sun
loungers on the terrace, and refreshing drinks and cocktails at the outdoor bar.
Three local mountains for winter fun
In winter the TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun ski bus takes guests free of charge to the surrounding
Kitzsteinhorn and Schmittenhöhe ski areas, and to the family-friendly Maiskogel and Lechnerberg
mountains. The Gipfelwelt 3000 multimedia attraction makes the high alpine environment accessible at
all times of year, live from Salzburg’s highest-altitude panorama platform, in the Cinema 2000 with its
impressive images and scenes from nature, with the National Park Gallery and the ICE Arena, where
guests can enjoy snowball fights and exuberant views of the surrounding mountain panorama.
On the Schmittenhöhe, ski fans can look forward to an extensive and varied ski area with mogul slopes,
speed measurement track and training area. The Maiskogel family mountain, in the centre of Kaprun
with easy and medium slopes, is less than one kilometre from the TAUERN SPA. The Maisflitzer,
Europe´s longest toboggan run on rails, is open all year round and a popular attraction for families.
New highlight for all winter sports enthusiasts
Since December 2019 a state-of-the-art tricable gondola, the 3K Kaprun-Kitzsteinhorn-K-onnection,
links Maiskogel with the Kitzsteinhorn. The new connection allows guests in Kaprun a comfortable skiin and ski-out and makes it possible to get directly from the resort to the glacier via the Maiskogel without
needing to use other means of transport. This is unlimited fun on the slopes!
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TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Everything at a glance.
The exclusive 4*S resort in the Zell am See – Kaprun region in Salzburger Land invites you to
rejuvenate and revive in its impressive SPA Water & Sauna World. It´s varied services and
facilities provide you with an unforgettable holiday experience.
Key Facts
Opened: 2010
Extended: 2019
Managing Director: Karl Berghammer
Managing Director: Winfried Hofer
Address:
TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun
Tauern Spa Platz 1
5710 Kaprun
Austria
www.tauernspakaprun.com
Location
The TAUERN SPA is located in the popular holiday region of Zell am See – Kaprun in Salzburger Land,
in the Hohe Tauern National Park. Situated in this unique landscape with glaciers, mountains and the
Lake Zell, the resort’s modern architecture integrates harmoniously with the commanding backdrop of
the Pinzgau mountains. Large glass façades provide views of the 3.200-metre Kitzsteinhorn in a
seamless blend of nature and architecture.
Hotel
The TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun is part of VAMED Vitality World, Austria’s leading provider of
spa and health resorts. The exclusive 4*S resort is open all year round and has a total of 220 rooms and
suites, two of which are senior suites with their own sauna. All rooms and suites have a balcony with a
wonderful view of the Kitzsteinhorn or the Pinzgau grass-covered mountains. The SPA Water & Sauna
World impresses on over 20.000m² with a variety of activity and relaxation pools, a separate children’s
area and a wide range of water attractions, a playground and creativity rooms, snuggle rooms and
activity rooms. All of the hotel’s facilities and two bedrooms are wheelchair accessible.
For all who want to scale new heights
Since December 2019 the popular resort became even more multi-faceted, extending its range of
services. The spectacular glass skylinepool in the Hotel Panorama SPA is being joined by the new glass
panorama pool in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick, which also welcomes children. Other innovative
additions are the Gletscherblick sauna, the invigorating frozen mist walkthrough and also the new
infusion & adventure sauna Bergkristall in the outdoor area.
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Green & clean living is the philosophy behind the new nature & garden rooms. Natural materials create
a unique and comfortable feel-good ambience; modern high-quality sleeping systems, a healthness
bathroom and the latest technical equipment are all part of the interior design of every room. Up to eight
rooms can be combined to create more open space for guests. The extension as a whole includes 52
exclusive rooms and suites on four floors.
The hotel restaurant Lichtblick provides a modern and sunny winter garden, the chef and his team
indulge guests with an exciting new dining concept and delight them in the front- & show cooking area.
The new indoor fireplace serves as a communication and information meeting point, where sports and
leisure expeditions can be planned and booked. In the expedition shop with rental & service station
guests can test, rent or buy equipment. Readings, workshops and lectures are also held here. You can
end the day in a relaxed atmosphere and enjoy the lounge ambience at the crackling fire.
TAUERN SPA included services:
Relax
• spacious luxury rooms and suites, all with balcony
• bath robe and high-quality bath accessories
• minibar, refilled daily with alcohol-free drinks
• new nature & garden rooms with innovative sleeping environment and healthness baths
• free WiFi throughout the hotel
• use of underground garage
Indulge
• substantial breakfast buffet to fortify you and make you feel good
• outstanding Austrian and international cuisine in the evenings
• new front- & show cooking area with chef and his team in the hotel restaurant Lichtblick
• varied menus and culinary themes, appetiser, salad and dessert buffets
• teas, juices and snacks throughout the day at the Hotel Panorama SPA
• evening entertainment in the bar or at the indoor fireplace
Rejuvenate
• in- and oudoor wellness area over more than 20.000m²
• unique SPA Water World with 12 different pools
• Hotel Panorama SPA with glass skylinepool
• new and spectacular glass panorama pool for the whole family in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick
• 10 different saunas in the SPA Sauna World
• aromatic steam baths and new frozen mist walkthrough
• Bergkristall sauna: the new infusion & adventure sauna in the outdoor area
• inviting terraces and outdoor bar with views of the stunning mountain panorama
• new and luxurious outdoor changing rooms
• use of the SPA Water & Sauna World from 9 am on day of arrival to 11 am on day of departure
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Highlights
The resort's iconic landmark, the spectacular glass skylinepool in the Hotel Panorama SPA, is joined by
the impressive new glass panorama pool in the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick, which also welcomes children.
Both pools provide unique views of the Kitzsteinhorn and the imposing mountain panorama. Hotel
guests can enjoy inviting rest areas, the panorama saunas Adlernest and Alpenzauber, the new
Gletscherblick sauna and the fascinating frozen mist walkthrough at the Hotel SPA Gletscherblick.
The new indoor fireplace in the hotel lobby is not only a chill-out lounge, but also a base camp for all
sporting and leisure activities, a communication and information meeting point. Guests can get
professional advice on planning and booking excursions here, and at the expedition shop with rental &
service station, guests can test, rent or buy equipment.
SPA Water World
12 different themed indoor and outdoor pools. Open daily from 9am to 10pm. The SPA Water World is
open to hotel guests from 7am.
Indoor SPA Water World: activity pool with swim current lane, relaxation pool and grotto with water
curtain, relaxation lights and muscle relaxation, neck and back massage nozzles and a high-altitude
pool with seats, whirlpool and underwater bubbles. Modern rest areas with cosy corners and comfy
family loungers are ideal for relaxation. At the juice and snack bar guests can enjoy refreshments.
Outdoor SPA Water World: saline pool, activity pool and sports pool with many attractions such as
waterspouts, bubble loungers and waterfall.
SPA Sauna World
Guests have access to around 10 different indoor and outdoor saunas such as the finnish sauna, the
bio sauna, the Sole-Laconium, aromatic steam baths and the new infusion & adventure sauna
Bergkristall in the outdoor area. There is also a separate textile sauna area where swim wear can be
worn. Open daily from 10am to 10 pm.
Kidstein children’s SPA
In the water: a range of indoor and outdoor pools, the 127-metre “Schlinge-Schlange” tube slide, the
9.7-metre water slide, the 164m² Kidstein pool and the Rehkids pool for our youngest guests, the
“Wolfshöhle” grotto, underwater bubbles, rain shower and much more.
On land: playground and sandpit in the summer, “Wildcreat” creativity and game room, “Vogelgetwitter”
karaoke room, the cosy “Bärenhöhle” snuggle room, extra-wide family loungers, “Bergfex”
three-dimensional climbing frame and many other exciting attractions. Free children's entertainment
from 3 years and up, childcare daily from 11 am to 7pm.
Additional services for families
An extended children’s programme is available during holiday periods, along with a young people’s
chillout room with table football, a television and games consoles.
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Summer activities
Fantastic outdoor adventures in the Hohe Tauern National Park, hiking, climbing, cycling, rafting,
canyoning and paragliding.
• Expedition shop with rental & service station
• perfectly maintained bikes and e-bikes for rent for a fee
• professional advice on sports equipment and the opportunity to test and rent it from the expedition
shop at the indoor fireplace
• varied indoor and outdoor weekly programme for all weathers
• Zell am See – Kaprun Saalbach – Hinterglemm Golf Club close by, with two 18-hole championship
courses
• 25% discount on green fees for hotel guests, in-house golf bag store
Winter activities
Non-stop fun in the snow in the varied and family-friendly Zell am See – Kaprun ski area. Free ski bus
to enable hotel guests to ski in and out.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kitzsteinhorn glacier ski area (3,000 metres above sea level)
Family-friendly Maiskogel and Lechnerberg mountains
Schmittenhöhe ski area, snowparks and freeride routes
New since December 2019: K-onnection connecting Kitzsteinhorn and Maiskogel
Indoor sports: extensive fitness area with top-of-the-range cardio machines and weights
individually tailored programmes
daily relaxation and activities programme

Alpin Vital SPA & Kosmetik
17 treatment rooms, high-quality facial and body treatments with oils, aromas and regional herbs, swiss
stone pine massages, soothing aroma massages and much more. Private SPA for couple’s treatments
with whirlpool, sauna and waterbed for relaxing together.
Gastronomy and entertainment
5 different restaurants and bars, new front- & show cooking area in the hotel restaurant Lichtblick, live
music in the hotel bar and terraces and an extended winter garden with stunning views of the
surrounding region. Regional, national and international cuisine, all prepared using fresh products from
local producers.
Culinary services included
Nutritious breakfast to fortify you and make you feel good. You’ll find everything your heart desires also
at the dinner: regional delicacies, international menus, national dishes, appetiser, salad and dessert
buffets, themed buffets, and culinary adventures at the modern front- & show cooking area with the
executive chef and his team.
Seminars and incentives
The seminar rooms in the 4*S resort can hold up to 320 people in total. Four 60m² seminar rooms that
can be combined in a range of configurations, all with magnificent views of the Kitzsteinhorn, provide
the space for creativity and concentration. Two 31m² break-out rooms are available for group work.
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TAUERN SPA arrival
From Vienna:
A1 to Salzburg, then take the A10 towards Villach. Leave the A10 at Bischofshofen and continue on the
B311 towards Zell am See. Just before Zell am See, turn off towards Mittersill and after about 4 km take
the turn for Kaprun at the roundabout. After about 500m, take the second exit at the roundabout marked
TAUERN SPA.
From Styria/ Carinthia:
A10 towards Villach, Bischofshofen exit towards Zell am See. Then as above.
From Tyrol/ East Tyrol:
Via the Thurn Pass, Gerlos Pass or Felbertauern to Mittersill, then follow signs for Zell am See. After
Piesendorf/Fürth, take the exit marked Kaprun at the roundabout and after a further 500m take the
second exit at the roundabout, marked TAUERN SPA.
From Munich:
Either the A8 or A10 motorway to Salzburg/ Bischofshofen (then see above) or the A8 to the Siegsdorf
exit towards Lofer, via Lofer and Saalfelden to Zell am See. Just before Zell am See, turn off towards
Mittersill and after about 4km take the turn for Kaprun at the roundabout. After about 500m, take the
second exit at the roundabout marked TAUERN SPA.
Airports
Munich (approx. 210 km), Salzburg (approx. 97 km), Innsbruck (approx. 158 km)
Railway station
Zell am See (approx. 9km)
Arriving by Wellness & Fly helicopter
Probably the loveliest way to arrive: Sennair offers exclusive charter flights. Take advantage of this
unique service, avoid traffic jams and save valuable time. With spectacular views of the Austrian
mountains. The fleet is at your service 365 days a year.
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About VAMED Vitality World
The international health care group VAMED has been actively involved in the thermal spa and wellness sectors since
1995. Using the umbrella brand VAMED Vitality World, founded in 2006, VAMED is currently operating eight of the most
popular thermal spa and health resorts in Austria: AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld, SPA Resort Therme
Geinberg, Therme Laa – Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Spa & Lodge in Frauenkirchen, Therme Wien, Bad Sauerbrunn
Health Spa, TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun and la pura women’s health resort kamptal in Gars am Kamp. VAMED
Vitality World’s resorts attract more than 2.6 mio guests a year, making VAMED Austria's leading operator of thermal
spa and health resorts.
VAMED
Founded in 1982, VAMED has become the leading global provider of a full line of services for hospitals and other health
care facilities. The group has implemented around 960 projects in 95 countries on five continents. VAMED’s portfolio
ranges from project development, planning and turnkey equipment via maintenance, technical, commercial and
infrastructure services to the total operational management of health care facilities.
With its portfolio of services, VAMED covers the entire range of health care, from health tourism and preventive medicine
via medical care and nursing to aftercare and rehabilitation. VAMED is a leading provider of rehabilitation services in
Europe and, through VAMED Vitality World, the company is also Austria's largest operator of thermal spas and health
resorts. In 2019, the VAMED group was responsible for more than 22,000 staff worldwide, generating a volume of
business of € 2.6 bn.
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